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IMPORTANT QUESTIONS 

 

CH.1 VOCABULARY BUILDING 

1. Explain Creative Respelling word formation process with examples.  
2.  Illustrate the word formation processes - Coining and Borrowing.  
3.  Do as directed:  

 Convert the following Nouns into Adjectives using Suffix:  
1. Star         2. Wind  

                Give the antonyms of the following words:  

                      1. Legal          2.. Fiction  

                 Identify the word formation process in the following words:  

1.  RADAR   2. Emoticon    3. Memo 
4. What is the importance of Vocabulary Building? State your reasons in brief with relevant 

examples. 
5.  Define “Compounding” & “Clipping” and give 2 examples of each.  
6.  Tabulate the following terms/words in the four relevant columns of Suffix, Prefix, 

Abbreviations and Acronyms  
1. VIRUS     2. Eng.     3. dishonest     4. happiness    5. disable      6. Dr.      7. e.g.    
8. impure       9. Portable   10. dept.     11. UNICEF    12. biography  13. WHO  
14. govt. 

7.  Grammar sets the rules for language, without grammar there is no language” – Explain 
the statement with relevant examples. 

8. Explain Clipping Word Formation process and compare its types by giving examples. 
9. Define the following terms with examples. 1. Derivation 2. Borrowings 
10.  Differentiate between word formation processes of Compounding and Blending with 

examples. 
11.  Identify the word formation process by which the following words are created  

a. VIP       b. Motel       c. Happiness 
12.  Give antonyms of: 

a. Asleep        b. gloomy 
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                Give synonyms of:  

               a. Eager            b. touchy 

    

CH.2 PHONETICS 

1. What is phonetics? 

2. Write the correct words for the given transcriptions.  

1. /'leɪt/         2. /ˌʌndə'stænd’/       3. /'gəʊ/  

3.  Which are the organs of speech? Describe the functions of any two organs in detail .                 

4. What is “Diphthong”? Explain with examples. 

5. Transcribe the following words.  

1. Cat     2. Children    3. No     4. Future 

6. Write the word for given phonetic transcriptions  

 1 deɪ       2 ɒrɪndʒ       3 sɪərɪəs         4 tʃɪə         5 pɜːpl̩         6 mɑ:tʃ             7 ɪɡzæm               

8 dʒʌdʒ 9 həʊm         10 dɪveləp 

7. Give the phonetic transcriptions of following words  

 1. Go     2. Toy      3. Make       4. Way       5. White      6. Bad         7. Mouth       8. Air        

9. Light 10. Behind 

8. Write the phonetic transcription of the following words. 

 1. Face   2. Heart    3. Hour     4. Sunday     5. Your       6. Education    7. Car      8. Air     

9. Right  10. Tree 

9. Write the correct word of the following transcribed words.  

1. /'brɑ:ntʃ/    2. /'lʌk/       3. /'dʒu:s/        4. /'meʒə/      5. /'peɪpə/        6. /'ju:ʒəl/      7. /'zu:/        

8. /'ʃeə/        9. /'sʌbdʒɪkt/        10. /'restərɒŋ/ 

      10. Differentiate between Bilabial and Labiodental Sounds of English with examples.  
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CH.3 IDENTIFYING COMMON ERRORS IN WRITING 

1. Do as directed.  

1. My grandfather goes for walking everyday. (Turn into Simple Past Tense)  

2. One of the important _____________ discussed in the meeting yesterday. ( points 

were, points was, point were) 

 3. Either Mr. Sharma or Mr. Patel will be terminated from ______ duty. (their, his, her)  

4. We were told at midnight the programme would begin. (Identify the misplaced 

modifier and correct the sentence)  

5. Give me ____ pen that I had given you yesterday. ( use appropriate English article)  

6. There is a bridge _____ the river. (in, on, across)  

7. All the students _______ maintain cleanliness in the class. (use correct modal 

auxiliary) 

2. Explain the term “Redundancy” with examples. 

3. Correct the following sentences.  

1. There (was/were) a Toy sticker stuck to the refrigerator.  

2. I have done (a/an) M.E. in Mechanical Engineering.  

3. Neither the explorer nor his companions (has/have)) ever seen him again.  

4. Each student of the class must bring (his/their) books.  

5. Every year, during the midsummer festival, the smoke of village bonfires (fills/fill) the 

sky. 

 6. (Whose/Who) are you talking to?  

7. All the members of the family love (each other/ one another) 

4. Fill in the blanks from the options given  

1. The boys were playing games when it………raining. (was starting, started, had 

started). 
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 2. You were watching TV when I ……………for my exam. (prepared , am preparing, 

was preparing) 3. The phone……………..while I was cooking dinner. (ring, rang, was 

ringing) 

 4. How long …………..a social activist? (have you been, are you, were you) 

 5. We ……………….each other for a long time. (knew, are knowing, have known)  

6. I ……………well for the exam, yet I failed. (prepared, have prepared, had prepared) 

5. Fill in the blanks using appropriate noun/pronoun  

1. Please allow John and …………to go to the movies. (I, me, them)  

2. He is as good a player as …………(me, I, I am)  

3. All passengers must buy ……………tickets. (their, our, his) 

 4. Every man must bear…………..own burden. (his, their, our)  

5. Each girl gave…………..own version of the story. (their, her, our)  

6. I am not one of those who believe everything………..hear. (I, you, they)  

7. One must finish ……………task in time. (one’s, his, her) 

6. Complete the following sentences using articles “a”, “an”. “the” or ZERO/? Article  

1. If you are really hungry, you can eat…………apple.  

2. She went on to become………….successful playback singer. 

            3. ………….library on the corner has an amazing collection of story books.  

4. I don’t speak…………Hindi very well.  

5. She is ………..prettiest girl, I have ever seen. 

 6. “Where is ………..Cheese?”, “I ate it”. 

7. Fill in the blanks with relevant Preposition 

 1. The best candidate should be appointed……….the post. (with, to, at)  

2. He is addicted ………..gambling. (with, for, to)  

3. I was amazed…………..her stupendous ignorance. (with, of, at)  

4. We must be grateful for the blessings that God has bestowed………….us. (with, for, 

on)  
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5. We called…………a friend’s house on the way. (on, in, at) 

 6. On the way we came…………an old beggar.(to, over, across)  

7. We agreed…………….a certain course of action. (with, to, upon) 

8. Correct the verb in the following sentences if required.  

1. Abhinandan has returned from the training two months back.  

2. The building is facing the East.  

3. He rang me up after he decided to go.  

9. Correct the error in the following sentences with reference to Redundancy.  

1. Would you please repeat again what you said?  

2. The new innovations were astonishing.  

3. Our lodging house is near to the college.  

4. The flight will arrive at 7 Am in the morning. 

 

10. Fill in the blanks with the correct option given in the brackets.  

1. The student, as well as the teachers, ______ happy. (is, are) 

 2. Each of these boys has _____notebooks checked. (his, their)  

3. Cheetahs can run 60 miles ___ hour. (a, an, the) 

 4. ___ Wright brothers invented the airplane. (a, an, the) 

 5. He is very arrogant because he comes ___ a rich family. (from, of, to) 

 6. Nothing can deter him ____ pursuing his goal. (for, from, in)  

7. ____you take care of my dog for a day? (will, shall, should)  

11. Fill in the blanks with the correct option given in the brackets.  

1. The director and producer _____ arriving soon. (is, are)  

2. If the board of directors controls the company, ____may vote for a promotion. (it, 

they) 

 3. I like to play ___ piano. (a, an, the) 

 4. ____ dolphin is a very intelligent animal. (a, an, the) 

 5. He is born __ an intelligent mother. (from, of, to) 
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 6. This fellow is good ____ nothing. (for, at, in)  

7. We ___ keep our surrounding clean. (could, would, should) 

CH.4 BASIC WRITING SKILLS 

1. Punctuate the following sentences using full stops, comma, capital letters, exclamation 

marks and question marks etc. 

 1. what are you going to do today varun  

2. what an amazing tour it was 

 3. my name is Raj and i live in Mumbai 

 4. when you come to my home we will go to watch movie 

2. Examine the essential components of Paragraph writing with reference to their effect on 

the readers.  

3.  Write a paragraph on : If all the mobile phones disappear suddenly…  

4.  What is coherence in writing?  

5. Enlist the types of sentences (and give the relevant examples). 

6. What is the significant of Punctuation Marks? Explain any 04 Punctuation Marks which 

are used in English frequently with examples 

7. Arrange the following jumbled words sentences into meaningful sentences.  

1. dog Rahul with his pet playing enjoys.  

 2. to the company goods Vietnam exports.  

3. she interested that was in proposal said she the. 

 4. was performance impressed with quite his I.  

5. the please not do on grass step. 

 6. every delicious father cooks evening pasta.  

7. brother an wants be my astronaut to. 

8. Identify the following sentences as simple, compound, and complex.  

1. I'm going to Camp Wonderful beside Lake Paradise across from Blissful Mountain in 

the Valley of the Nice.  
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2. Oaties stay oaty, and Wheat Chex stay floaty, and nothing can take the puff out of 

Puffed Rice.  

3. While fishing in the blue lagoon, I caught a lovely silverfish.  

9. Rewrite the following sentences using correct punctuation marks.  

1. The men in question Harold Keene Jim Peterson and Gerald Greene deserve awards  

2. Several countries participated in the airlift Italy Belgium France and Luxembourg  

3. Yes Jim said I'll be home by ten  

4. Montaigne wrote the following A wise man never loses anything if he has himself 

10. Demonstrate the importance of coherence in developing an effective paragraph.  

11.  Identify the underlined clauses as Independent or Dependent.  

1. I thought that the offer was too good to be true. 

 2. Inspired and energized, Sean solved the case of the missing energy drink.  

3. Students enrolled in bachelor's and associate's degree programs must pass the Exit Test 

as a graduation requirement. 

12. Illustrate the use of the following punctuation marks: 

 1. Colon         2. Hyphen  

13. Write a paragraph on ‘Plastic Pollution’. 

CH.5 NATURE AND STYLE OF WRITING 

1. Take a topic and classify it into sub topics to explain “Classification” in writing 

2. Compare the terms : Defining and Describing. 

3. What are the characteristics of “Effective Writing”? 

4. “Conclusion” is more important than “Introduction” – Comment on the statement. 

5.  Explain the term – Defining, as style of writing. 

6. Explain the term – Describing, as style of writing. 

7. Illustrate the ways of writing an effective introduction of a paragraph.    
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CH.6  WRITING PRACTICES  

1. Write an email to the NSS coordinator (nssgtu@zmail.com) of your university reporting 

her about the “Thalassemia Test Camp” organized in your college.  

2.  Write a sales letter to promote a new mobile “ Galaxy 2019”of your company explaining 

all the new features and attractive offers for the customers. 

3. Complete the following story in about 200 words. Once upon a time there lived a young 

man in the small village. He was poor but he had a dream that a day would come when he 

would become a the most important person of his village and everybody would respect 

him. He… 

4. Write a letter to the Incharge Officer, Pollution Control Board Head Office, Gandhinagar 

making him aware about the present situation of Pollution (Air, Noise, Water, Soil etc) in 

your city. Also suggest some measures to improve the situation in you city. You are Raj 

C. Sharma from Green Park Society, Mahatma Gandhi Road, Ahmedabad. 

5.  Make a précis in about 1/3 of the following passage in and give it a title.  

 As early as the sixth or seventh century B.C. Panini wrote his great grammar of the 

Sanskrit language. He mentions previous grammars and already in his time Sanskrit had 

crystallized and become the language of an ever growing literature. Panini’s book is 

something more than a mere grammar. Professor Th. Stcherabatsky, of Leningrad, 

described it as one of the greatest productions of the human mind. Panini is still the 

standard authority on Sanskrit grammar though subsequent grammarians have added to it 

and interpreted it. It is interesting to note that Panini mentions the Greek script.  

 

 

This indicates that there were some kind of contacts between India and the Greeks long 

before Alexander came to the East. The study of astronomy was specially pursued and it 

often merged with astrology. Medicine had its text books and there were hospitals. 

Dhanwantri is the legendary found of the Indian science of medicine. The best known old 
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text books however, date from the early centuries of the Christian era. These are by 

Charka on medicine and Sushruta bon surgery. Charka is supposed to have been the royal 

court physician of kanishka who had his capital in the north-West. These text books 

enumerate a large number of diseases and give methods of diagnosis and treatment. They 

deal with surgery, obstetrics, baths, diet, hygiene, infant feeding, and medical education. 

The approach was experimental, and dissection of dead bodies was being practiced in 

course of surgical training. Various surgical instruments are mentioned by Sushrutas, as 

well as operations including amputation of limbs, abdominal, cataract, etc. Wounds were 

sterilized by fumigator. In the third or fourth century B.C. there were also hospitals for 

animals. This was probably due to the emphasis on non violence. 

6.  Directions: Read and summarize the following paragraph in only two sentences.  

Be specific and clearly explain the main idea. Being a clown isn't all fun and games. 

Rodeo Clowns expose themselves to great danger every time they perform. When 

cowboys dismount or bulls throw them off, Rodeo Clowns jump in front of the bulls and 

move wildly to get their attention. In this way Rodeo Clowns provide an alternate target 

and in doing so protect the rider. Of course, this is a very dangerous thing to do. So you 

see, sometimes clowning around can be serious business.  

7. Form dialogues between the God and you on the present situation of the world.  

8.  You are the Manager of V. V. Electricals Pvt. Ltd. Write a memo in a proper format to 

inform the employees about the new rules for the security measures. Use the following 

points and add your own too. (staff I cards –compulsory - check on entry/exit- other 

things not allowed-no mobile-temporary I cards for visitors- locking cabins-no password 

sharing, effect from next month etc…)  

9.  You are writing an essay on “The Major Issues of the Youth in India”. Prepare an 

introduction (10 sentences) to start your essay. 

10. Draft the elocution speech on “When I got up early in the morning…” in not more than 

100 words 
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11.  Write an email to your overseas friend inviting him/her to visit your city for a few days 

in not more than 100 words. (start your email with Dear Friend) 

12.  Explain the proverb “Work is Worship” . 

13. You are frequent traveler from Delhi Airport and you don’t like the poor cleanliness on 

the airport. Write a letter to The Manager, Airport Authority of India, Delhi to take the 

corrective measures. 

14. Select the correct answer from the options for the following questions  

Opera  

Opera refers to a dramatic art form, originating in Europe, in which the emotional content 

is conveyed to the audience as much through music, both vocal and instrumental, as it is 

through the lyrics. By contrast, in musical theater an actor's dramatic performance is 

primary, and the music plays a lesser role.  

 

The drama in opera is presented using the primary elements of theater such as scenery, 

costumes, and acting. However, the words of the opera, or libretto, are sung rather than 

spoken. The singers are accompanied by a musical ensemble ranging from a small 

instrumental ensemble to a full symphonic orchestra.  

1. It is pointed out in the reading that opera ----.  

A) has developed under the influence of musical theater 

 B) is a drama sung with the accompaniment of an orchestra 

 C) is not a high-budget production D) is often performed in Europe E) is the most 

complex of all the performing arts  

 

2. We can understand from the reading that ----.  

A) people are captivated more by opera than musical theater  

B) drama in opera is more important than the music 

 C) orchestras in operas can vary considerably in size 

 D) musical theater relies above all on music  
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E) there is argument over whether the music is important or the words in opera 

 

 3. It is stated in the reading that ----.  

A) acting and costumes are secondary to music in musical theater 

 B) many people find musical theater more captivating than opera  

C) music in musical theater is not as important as it is in opera  

D) an opera requires a huge orchestra as well as a large choir 

 E) opera doesn't have any properties in common with musical theater 

 

15. You are the office manager and want to remind everyone to clean up after themselves in 

the lunchroom. There was recently an infestation of cockroaches. The building has since 

been fumigated but you still require the cooperation of staff to prevent a re-infestation. 

State the purpose of the memo, your reason(s) for sending it and what actions taken.  

16.  Write a letter to a dealer of Laptops for asking the price and availability of the laptop of 

your desired features for bulk purchase. 

17. Make a précis in about 1/3 of the following passage.  

It is physically impossible for a well-educated, intellectual, or brave man to make money 

the chief object of his thoughts just as it is for him to make his dinner the principal object 

of them. All healthy people like their dinners, but their dinner is not the main object of 

their lives. So all healthy minded people like making money ought to like it and enjoy the 

sensation of winning it; it is 03 6 something better than money. A good soldier, for 

instance, mainly wishes to do his fighting well. He is glad of his pay—very properly so 

and justly grumbles when you keep him ten years without it—till, his main mission of life 

is to win battles, not to be paid for winning them. So of clergymen. The clergyman's 

object is essentially baptize and preach not to be paid for preaching. So of doctors. They 

like fees no doubt—ought to like them; yet if they are brave and well-educated the entire 

object to their lives is not fees. They on the whole, desire to cure the sick; and if they are 

good doctors and the choice were fairly to them, would rather cure their patient and lose 
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their fee than kill him and get it. And so with all the other brave and rightly trained men: 

their work is first, their fee second—very important always; but still second. 

18.  You are the Training Coordinator. You have been asked to make arrangements for a 

half-day seminar at the Conference Centre. The seminar is for 10 Departmental Heads 

from various departments. Write a memo to the director of the Conference Centre for 

making arrangements for space, tables, audio-visual equipment, and refreshments.  

19.  Write an email to your prospective employer for accepting the job. 

 

    

 


